, because he inspired me to never give up.
What was your best career move?
Every single career move was good and enjoyable even if, in general, I wasn't sure what I was getting into. The one with the greatest impact was founding UNAIDS from scratch, although results for people on the ground took far longer than I ever anticipated.
Bevan or Lansley? Who has been the best and the worst health secretary in your lifetime?
Having immigrated to the United Kingdom less than seven years ago I don't have enough perspective to judge who were the best and worst. In most high income countries the role of health secretary has become one of the most challenging, high risk cabinet positions.
Who is the person you would most like to thank, and why?
Too many to mention, but my parents, children, and wife all supported me throughout. Exciting developments in my life sometimes meant great turbulence in theirs. Then the people who have worked relentlessly with me: I could never have achieved what I did without them (the index of my memoir includes names). And I owe a lot to people with HIV who are constantly challenging me to do more and to be bolder.
To whom would you most like to apologise?
To my children, for having been a workaholic father with a global mission.
If you were given £1m what would you spend it on?
I'd support a number of young African global health researchers. Africa has many bright scientists, but they work in very difficult environments.
Where are or were you happiest?
I can be happy nearly anywhere, having lived on three continents and now in London. In addition, my wife and I always travel together, so home is wherever we are. What single, unheralded change has made the most difference in your field in your lifetime?
The internet and the miniaturisation of so many devices.
Do you support doctor assisted suicide?
I fully support euthanasia and dying with dignity, as long as the rules are clear and there's a support system-as is the case in several European countries and US states. "Assisted suicide" is a misleading term.
What book should every doctor read?
Either Being Mortal by Atul Gawande or The Art of War by Sun Tzu.
What poem, song, or passage of prose would you like mourners at your funeral to hear?
Assuming that I die first, that's up to my wife to decide: whatever it is, I won't hear it. A funeral is for the survivors, not the dead.
What is your guiltiest pleasure?
I could say good food and wine, but no guilt is associated with those. Life is too short to eat and drink badly.
What television programmes do you like?
The BBC news on my iPad.
What is your most treasured possession?
My memory.
What, if anything, are you doing to reduce your carbon footprint?
We don't have a car. We walk, use public transport, and cycle.
What personal ambition do you still have?
Mentoring a new generation in global health through the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine to ensure that AIDS remains on the agenda, as it's far from over. Also, writing volume two of my memoir, No Time to Lose, and continuing to love life.
Summarise your personality in three words
Let others judge.
Where does alcohol fit into your life?
Wine in moderation, although trying to adapt to the chief medical officer's new guidelines can be challenging.
What is your pet hate?
Snakes. My oldest son had them as pets at one point.
What would be on the menu for your last supper?
Asperges à la flamande: white asparagus from my native region, cooked al dente with chopped egg, parsley, and melted butter.
Do you have any regrets about becoming a doctor/academic/commentator/politician/health expert/patient advocate (please pick the one that best describes your job)?
It seems that I've been all of these, often at the same time. I have no regrets about the transitions and various roles-most of the time I enjoy them all.
If you weren't in your present position what would you be doing instead?
As the world offers so many opportunities and my interests cover a broad range of issues and sectors, the options are too wide for a short answer.
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